I propose an universal quantum network which can implement a general quantum computing. In this sense, I call it quantum central processing unit (QCPU). From QCPU I can obtain the special realization for a given quantum computing, that is its quantum network. QCPU and its realizations are standard and easy-made because it only has two kinds of basic elements and four auxiliary elements. QCPU and its realizations are scaleable, that is, they can be connected together, and so they can implement the general quantum algorithm and quantum simulating procedure.
The combination of information science and quantum mechanics has created a serial of amazing results. One of them is just the idea of quantum computer [1, 2] which can speed up greatly and even exponentially computation than a classical computer, for example, factorization of large number [3] and search for unstructured data [4] . However, there still exist some technologic difficulties beyond our present ability so that we have not a practical quantum computer now. But it seems to me that it is not impossible and, in fact, the rapid developments both in theory and experiments have told us that quantum computer can be implemented in future.
Well known an universal quantum computing task can be constructed by a set of universal gates. However, it is still extreme important to know how to implement a general computing task by a quantum network on a quantum computer. This question is similar to classical case, we know that the transistors and other elements can make a CPU, but how to design well it is still a problem. They are completely different problems to be able to do from how to do. At present, although there are several excellent algorithms, but the knowledge of the quantum networks to implement them is still not complete. So far one has not found an universal quantum network and the whole quantum networks of the known quantum algorithms. However, quantum simulating, for example simulating Schrödinger equation, demands such an universal quantum network, the practical quantum computer needs the whole quantum network of quantum algorithm but not its parts for some computing steps.
All of this is just one of our motivations to write this letter.
In order to bring quantum computer work efficiently, one has got to find the appropriate quantum algorithm including quantum simulating procedures. In order to bring quantum computer work universally, one has got to make quantum central processing unit (QCPU), that is, design an universal quantum network which can deal with a general computing task or at least a kind of computing task. A quantum algorithm is designed for one or one kind of given problems. A QCPU is made to solve a general problem. They should be united together just as the case appearing in classical computer. Making use of the ability of CPU, one goes to seek the algorithm. In other words, the design of algorithm will be better if it only depends on the standard hardware made now but not to require new special hardware in general unless this special hardware is necessary (not able to be instead). This problem is more obvious in quantum computer because it seems that one always tries to design a special quantum network to implement a given algorithm. This might be a mistake choice in my point of view because it costs too more in making it and bring the more complication in design.
I am sure that QCPU should be standard, easy-made and scaleable. As long as it is so, we just can truly make a quantum computer at least in theory.
In this letter, I propose an universal quantum network which can implement a general quantum computing. In this sense, I call it quantum central processing unit (QCPU).
From QCPU I can obtain the special realization for a given quantum computing, that is its quantum network. QCPU and its realizations are standard and easy-made because it only has two kind of basic elements and four auxiliary elements. QCPU and its realizations are scaleable, that is, they can be connected together, and so they can implement the general quantum algorithm and quantum simulating procedure. The applications of QCPU will be given in our papers [7, 8] .
Quantum network can be thought as a piece of hardware of quantum computer to implement quantum computing which has used the quantum feature such as quantum parallelism and quantum algorithm. A quantum network consists of a set of gates which can act on quantum register at same time but not a serial of actions in turn in time. This is just so-called a piece of hardware and in mathematics it can be described by a transformation matrix. Therefore, that k−qubit quantum network acts on k−qubit register R leads to a mapping:
In order to implement it, I first introduce an auxiliary qubit A prepared in (|0 A + |1 A )/ √ 2 and define two kinds of basic elements R m , M mn
where the sub-indexes refer to the relevant quantum state.
R m (U mm ) can be called the "Rotator" for its action makes |m ⊗ (|0 A + |1 A )/ √ 2 to rotate to U mm |m ⊗ |1 A )/ √ 2. Rotator's picture see Fig.1(a) .
M mn can be called the "Mapper" for its action makes |n ⊗ (|0 A + |1 A )/ √ 2 to map to
Mapper's picture see Fig.1(b) .
In order to make the quantum computing is always reversible, I again define a so-called "Keeper"
where I R is an identity matrix in space of quantum register. Obviously, Keepers is a projective measurement to basic vector |0 A in auxiliary qubit. The another projective measurement to basic vector |1 A in auxiliary qubit is so-called "Drawer" defined as
Its action is to draw the transformed result.
It is worth emphasizing that there is an essential difference between classical gate and quantum gate. It is just that classical gate is always to carry out a determined operation, but quantum gate can carry out a kind of operations. For example, quantum rotation gate, it can rotate the state to any angle and then it need a parameter φ or e iφ to determine its operation. Herewith, so are Rotator and Mapper. Now, I can built a (k + 1)−qubit quantum network by 2 k Rotators and 2
Mappers" as well as Keeper K,
Its action on k−qubit register and single auxiliary qubit A = (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2 just implement a general quantum computation:
Obviously, we make a project measurement D, we can obtain the above transformation (1).
While another project measurement Keeper K will result in Ψ itself. But the reversible operation of Q(U) is obtained by so-called "Backer" defined as
While the preparing transformed state is obtained in terms of so-called "Connector" C defined as
where N is Not gate acting on auxiliary qubit and H is Hadamard transformation acting on auxiliary qubit, I A is the identity matrix in space of the auxiliary qubit, σ 1 , σ 3 is usual Pauli matrix. There are more meanings for Connector C which will be given again in the following. Thus, we have
Notice that B is different from K only a Hadamard transformation acting on auxiliary qubit and a factor √ 2, which corresponds to initialization for auxiliary qubit. While the difference √ 2I R ⊗ HN between C and D is also for the same aim. In the above sense, say I have designed an universal quantum network which can implement a general quantum computing, and so it can be called as quantum central processing unit (QCPU). Obviously, this QCPU also can be extended to carry out a non-unitary and irreversible transformation, because the input state is kept by K. It is needed since every computing step in a quantum algorithm is always not unitary and invertible in general, for example, the mapping of one to many. In fact, it is just one reason why I introduce an auxiliary qubit to define QCPU while I do not define it by use of U directly. Just well known, it is extreme important to keep the reversible property of quantum computing. Another equivalent choice for defining QCPU is to put the auxiliary qubit in front of the register. But no new physics is within it. In Fig.2, I give out a picture of two qubit QCPU which can implement a general 2 × 2 quantum computation.
It is worth noticing that the configuration of QCPU depends on the transformation matrix with 2 k × 2 k parameters in general, that is, as soon as one knows 2 k × 2 k matrix elements of U, one just determines QCPU's configuration for transformation U. In other words, one obtains a realization of QCPU for the quantum computing U.
In my opinion, the basic elements of QCPU are very fundamental. In mathematics, they are the natural basis of the operator in Hilbert space. Of course, we can construct them by the universal quantum gates [5] . It is easy to obtain that
+δ
The key point is efficiency in QCPU. It seems that QCPU consisting of 2 k × 2 k basic elements and a Keeper is the same as the classical computer in use of computation resource.
In fact, it is a price to reach at universality. It is impossible that a general transformation with independent 2 k × 2 k elements can be implemented to use less resources. But, being different from the classical computer whose each element in turn acts in time, the elements in QCPU act at the same time in parallelism. In this sense, an universal QCPU is also efficient. branches. Each of them has a keeper and their pictures see Fig.3 .
Generally speaking, the number of elements of a realization of QCPU for the transformation U is at least equal to the number of inequality matrix elements in U expect for zero.
This implies that we have a general principle to design quantum network and quantum algorithm. In the end of this letter, we will discuss it again.
There are some typical realization of QCPU, that is some typical quantum network. For example, the realization of QCPU for a diagonal transformation is
It is a kind of special QCPU which only implement a diagonal quantum computing, or we call it as a diagonal transformation quantum network. When U is unitary, then U m is instead of e iφm since the diagonal elements of an unitary transformation is always able to be written as the form without loss of generality. Therefore, it becomes a general conditional rotation [6] . The simplest realization of QCPU is Q(0) = K for zero matrix and Q(I R ) = I R ⊗ I A for identity matrix. Another typical case is the computing step V can be written the direct
Then, if in V (1) we can decrease a parameter or an elements, the result leads that 2
parameters or corresponding number elements are decreased. The use of computing resource is then at high efficiency. For example, only a conditional rotation for the i−th qubit, the transformation matrix is
there is only one parameter and is a Rotator with many branches. So, to simplify U into the direct product of subspaces as possible is a better method to advance the efficiency of the use of computing resources. In the end, an example about quantum Fourier transformation can illustrate it.
Similarly, the row or line Mapper can be defined. Actually there is another important quantum network, a ladder mapping
together with Hadamard transformation in the auxiliary qubit, I can construct the "Differencer" and "summationer". From this, I can define the differential quantum network and integral quantum network [7] . They are very useful in quantum simulating. For example, in my paper [7] , I obtain the momentum quantum network
where to denote |x 2 k = |x 0 , it corresponds to imposing periodic boundary conditions ψ(x m+2 k ) = ψ(x m ). The picture of momentum quantum network sees Fig.4 .
In quantum simulating for Schrödinger equation, we need to know the kinetic energy quantum network which is the square of momentum over 2m. In fact, in many quantum algorithms, we will meet the continue calculation for Ψ ′ , that is, V UΨ = V Ψ ′ = Ψ ′′ . In fact, in the above I have defined such a connector in equation (9). For more computing steps, that is a serial of transformations U 1 U 2 · · · U r , from CK = 0 it follows the realization of QCPU can be written as
where Q(U j ) is a realization of QCPU of transformation U j . It must be emphasized that the equation (20) is not an operator equation. Two sides of it are equal only if they act on quantum state Ψ ⊗ (|0 AA 0| + |1 AA 1|)/ √ 2. Therefore, we use ≃ instead of =. In the above equation (20) we do not keep the mid-state in transformation. If the mid-state is needed, we can first restore the initial state and then transform it until the expected midstate. Therefore, every computing step is invertible. Obviously, the action of C is to connect two transformations by drawing the transformed state and initializing the auxiliary qubit to
In terms of C, we can easily carry out the united action of both many quantum computing steps and many quantum networks in turn. For example, we can connect two momentum quantum network to obtain the kinetic energy quantum network
Of course, if the quantum networks is not a derivation or realization from our universal quantum network -QCPU, we have no any the known method to do this. In fact, it is just our QCPU's advantage-standardization, assemblization and scaleablization.
Furthermore, we would like to know the realization of QCPU for the summation of two transformations. From the definition of QCPU, it follows that
. Because this relation, usually if we do not use the information stored in the direct product of the quantum register and |0 AA 0|, we can instead Q(U + V ) of Q(T ) + Q(V ) directly, which does not effect the computing result. An example is, in my paper [7] , that I have designed the quantum network for time evolution operator in a short time interval as the following
For a limit time, we can take the product of all time evolution operators at small time steps.
Finally, we obtain
Based on this equation, we can simulate Schrödinger equation in general. In special, consider V = 0, we can simulate a free particle in this method. Actually, a quantum algorithm including quantum simulating procedure consists of a serial of transformations and measurements. After we have the connector, it is easy to implement a general quantum algorithm. Quantum Fourier transformation is just an example.
In our paper [8] , we have obtained the quantum network for quantum Fourier transformation on a k−qubit register:
where the quantum networks Q(H j ) and Q(B j (φ)) are respectively Hadamard transformation and rotation in j−th qubit. While M 0n = |0 x n | ⊗ |1 AA 1| is a Mapper. Its picture see Fig.5 for three qubits.
In summary, I have designed two basic elements: Rotator and Mapper, four auxiliary elements: Keeper, Drawer, Connector and Backer. Making use of them, we can make the quantum central processing unit, realize the quantum networks and connect them together to build the computing part of quantum computer. Consequently, we can implement a general computing task. From QCPU it is easy to obtain the special realization for a given quantum computing, that is its quantum network. The two basic elements and four auxiliary elements of QCPU are standard, very easy to assemble. Because the connector is designed, we can scale conveniently the computing part -an expected quantum network in terms of the realizations of QCPU so that it can process the complex computing task. Moreover, it makes us easy to implement the quantum algorithm including quantum simulating in according to the steps in this quantum algorithm. Based on this QCPU proposed by me, we can obtain a general principle of design of quantum algorithm including quantum simulating procedure. For a quantum computing task, that is an unitary transformation U, all we need to do for design of quantum algorithm and quantum simulating procedure is to seek a its optimized decomposition seriation including quantum measurements in an appropriate space. Meanwhile, this seriation should be the most suitable and the realization of QCPU of every step (quantum transformation) is the simplest. In order to do this, we need to use the fundamental laws of physics, specially the principles and features of quantum mechanics, for example coordinate system choose, representation transformation, picture scheme and quantum measurement theory if we have thought that a quantum computing task is a physical process. Moreover, to simplify the realization of QCPU for all computing steps and find the optimized decomposition, we have to use the symmetry property of every step U i as possible, such as the direct product decomposition, the transposing invariance U can not give the concrete example here. But, I will give them and the applications of QCPU in my papers [7, 8] . In those papers, I will describe how to simulate Schrödinger equation in general and how to implement Deutsch algorithm, quantum Fourier transformation, Shor's algorithm and Grover's algorithm.
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